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Abstract

A model to calculate the behavior of the excited argon levels, including the metastable levels, is developed for a
glow discharge and applied to both the direct current and radio-frequency mode. Typical results are the level
populations of these levels, as well as the relative contributions of different production and loss mechanisms.
Moreover, the level populations, combined with the Einstein transition probabilities for radiative decay, allow us to
calculate optical emission intensities. These results will be presented for both operation modes, and a comparison
will be made. Q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Ž .Radio-frequency rf discharges are gaining
increasing interest in analytical glow discharge
spectrometry, mainly because they allow the di-
rect analysis of non-conducting materials, and
therefore, they widen the application field of glow
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discharge mass and optical emission spectrometry
to a range of sample types. To understand better

Ž .the differences between direct current dc and rf
discharges, we try to describe the glow discharge

Žby numerical models. In previous papers e.g.
w x.1]9 we have developed a comprehensive mod-
eling network for various species present in a dc
glow discharge in argon with copper cathode:

Ž q q 2q.electrons, argon ions Ar , Ar , Ar , fast argon2
atoms, argon atoms in various excited levels, sput-
tered copper atoms and the corresponding ions,
both in the ground state and in various excited
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Ž 0 U q qU .levels Cu , Cu , Cu , Cu . A similar model
network has now been constructed for an rf dis-
charge. The models describing the behavior of the
electrons, Arq ions and fast argon atoms have

w xbeen explained in some recent papers 10,11 , and
for these species a comparison between the dc

w xand rf mode has been made 12 . In the present
paper, the model describing the argon atoms in
various excited levels is presented. And to com-
plete the modeling network, the model describing
the sputtered copper atoms and ions will be

w xreported in a subsequent paper 13 .

2. Description of the model

As mentioned before, the species assumed to
be present in the plasma include electrons, argon
Ž q q 2q.Ar , Ar and Ar ions, fast argon atoms,2
argon atoms in various excited levels, sputtered
copper atoms and ions, also in the ground state
and in excited levels. These species are described

Žwith a combination of Monte Carlo models for
the electrons, for the Arq ions, fast argon atoms
and copper ions in the sheath adjacent to the
cathode or rf-electrode, and for the thermaliza-

. Žtion of the copper atoms , fluid models for the
.slow electrons and argon ions and collisional]

Žradiative models for the excited argon and cop-
.per levels . These models are coupled to each

other due to the interaction processes between
the species. More information about these mod-

w xels can be found in Bogaerts et al. 1]9 ; only the
collisional]radiative model describing the argon
excited levels will be explained in more detail
here.

The model describes the behavior of 64 excited
levels. Some of these levels are individual levels
Ž .e.g. the four 4s metastable and resonant levels ,
but most of them are ‘effective levels’, i.e. a group
of individual levels with similar excitation energy
and quantum numbers. Fig. 1 shows the energy

w xlevel scheme 7 , which was adopted from the
w xmodel in Vlcek 14 . A subdivision is made de-

pending on the ionization limit: the ‘primed’ sys-
Žtem j s1r2, corresponding to the ionizationc

2 q.limit P in Ar and the ‘unprimed’ system1r2
Ž 2 q.j s3r2, with ionization limit P in Ar .c 3r2

The numbers in the squares indicate the effective
level numbers of the excited levels. For a more
detailed designation of all the excited levels, we

w xrefer to Bogaerts et al. 7 .
The populating and depopulating processes

taken into account for these levels, are the fol-
lowing:

1. electron, fast argon ion, fast and thermal
argon atom impact excitation and de-excita-
tion between all the levels;

2. electron, fast argon ion, fast and thermal
argon atom impact ionization from all the
levels;

3. three-body electron]ion recombination to all
levels, where the third body is an electron,
fast argon ion, fast or thermal argon atom;

4. radiative electron]ion recombination to all
levels;

5. radiative decay between all levels; and
6. Hornbeck]Molnar associative ionization for

the levels with excitation energy above 14.71
Ž q.eV which is the ionization energy of Ar ,2

i.e. ArU qAr 0 ªArqqey.2

The four 4s levels play a key role in analytical
Žglow discharges e.g. for Penning ionization of the
.sputtered atoms , and they cannot easily be

Ždepopulated by radiative decay due to forbidden
transitions for the metastable levels, and due to
radiation trapping for the resonant levels, see

.below . Therefore, some additional loss processes
are incorporated for these levels, in order to
describe them with more accuracy:

7. Penning ionization of the sputtered copper
atoms;

8. 4s]4s collisions leading to the ionization of
one of the atoms; or leading to the forma-

q Ž .tion of Ar associative ionization ;2
9. two-body collisions with argon ground state

atoms, yielding ‘collision induced emission’:
U Ž . 0 0 0Ar 4s qAr ªAr qAr qhn;

10. three-body collisions with argon ground state
atoms, leading to the formation of ArU :2

U Ž . 0 0 U 0Ar 4s qAr qAr ªAr qAr ; and2
11. diffusion and subsequent de-excitation at the

cell walls.
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w xFig. 1. Energy level scheme of the argon atom excited levels. Reprinted from Bogaerts et al. 7 with permission of the American
Institute of Physics.
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Finally, it should be mentioned that the radia-
tive decay to the ground state is affected by
so-called ‘radiation trapping’. Indeed, the ground
state argon atoms will reabsorb a fraction of the
emitted radiation, so that only a small fraction
Ždefined by the ‘escape factor’, in the order of

y4 .10 for pressures of approx. 1 torr can really
escape. Therefore, in calculating the radiative de-
cay rate, the Einstein transition probability for
radiative decay has to be multiplied with this
escape factor, to yield the net decay rate. Because
all these processes are either collisional or radia-
tive, this kind of model is called a ‘colli-
sional]radiative’ model.

The level populations of the 64 excited levels
Ž .is2]65 are calculated with a set of 64 coupled
balance equations, describing all the above men-
tioned populating and depopulating processes:

Ž .n z ,ri Ž .q=?J z ,rit

Ž . Ž .sR z ,r yR z ,rpop,i depop,i

where n and J are the densities and fluxes of alli i
levels i, and R and R comprise all popu-pop,i depop,i

Žlating and depopulating processes of level i see
. Ž . Ž .above , all as a function of axial z and radial r

Ždirection assuming that the glow discharge cell
.under study has cylindrical symmetry .

Transport of the levels occurs by diffusion, but
it is only important for the 4s levels. Indeed, for
the higher excited levels it can be neglected with
respect to the collisional and radiative processes,
as mentioned above:

Ž . Ž .J z ,r syD=n z ,ri i

where D is the diffusion coefficient, and the
other symbols have been explained above.

Since the population of level i is determined by
the higher and lower levels due to excitation,
de-excitation, radiative decay, etc., the 64 balance

Žequations for the 64 effective excited levels is
.2]65 are solved simultaneously, until conver-

gence is reached. No balance equation is formu-
Ž .lated for the argon ground state is1 . Its den-

sity is simply calculated from the ideal gas law

Ž .n s prkT and is assumed to be uniform
throughout the entire discharge.

All the cross sections, rate coefficients, transi-
tion probabilities, etc., were presented in

w xBogaerts et al. 7 and will therefore not be re-
peated here. The other data needed to calculate
the production and loss rates, like densities, fluxes
and energies of electrons, argon ions and atoms,
are taken from the results of the models describ-
ing these plasma species. In this way, the present
collisional]radiative model is coupled to the other
models, and solved iteratively until convergence is
achieved.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Cell geometry and discharge conditions

The glow discharge cell under study is a
Grimm-type cell with 4 mm anode diameter in
the first few cm adjacent to the sample and 1.6 cm
further away from the sample. The total length of
the cell is approximately 8 cm. However, we found
that the plasma was most intense in the first 1 cm
from the cathode, and that most plasma processes

w xwere confined to this region 15 . Therefore, we
have simplified the cell geometry, by assuming a
simple cylinder with length s2 cm and diameter
s4 mm. The cathode is found at one end of the
cylinder whereas the other end of the cylinder as
well as the side walls are at anode potential.

The discharge conditions under study are 5 torr
gas pressure and 1100 K gas temperature, for
both the rf and dc mode. For the dc discharge, a
discharge voltage of 1000 V was assumed, from
which an electrical current of 38.5 mA was calcu-
lated, and hence a discharge power of 38.5 W.
For the rf discharge, the electrical power was
used as input. A value of 37 W was assumed,

Ž .yielding an rf voltage rf amplitude of 769 V and
a dc bias voltage of y519 V. These values are in
reasonable agreement with experimental values

w xmeasured by Hoffmann 16 . Indeed, in a
Grimm-type source with 4-mm anode diameter,
he measured at a gas pressure of approximately 5

Ž .torr and gas temperature unknown :
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v for the dc discharge, Vs1000 V and Is38
mA; and

v for the rf discharge, Ps37 W, V srf-amplitude
680 V and V sy569 V.dc-bias

Hence, the dc calculation results are in excel-
lent agreement with experiment. The rf calcula-
tions, on the other hand, predicted a somewhat
too high rf amplitude and a somewhat too low dc
bias voltage. Nevertheless, the calculated values
are in the correct order of magnitude, and what is
more important, the comparison between rf and

Ždc mode predicts the correct behavior i.e. the rf
mode requires lower voltages than the dc mode,
for the same electrical power, due to more effi-

.cient ionization . This correct prediction is not
straightforward, because in an earlier version of
our rf model, the opposite trend was obtained
Ž w x.see also the discussion in Bogaerts et al. 12 .

Fig. 2a illustrates the calculated and measured
voltages in the rf-discharge as a function of time
in one rf-cycle, as well as the dc bias in the

Ž .rf-discharge and the experimental value . Also
Žthe voltage in the dc discharge is depicted which

is given as input in the dc model and could
therefore be taken equal to the experimental

.value . The calculated rf-amplitude is indeed
slightly too high compared to the experimental
data, and the dc bias is somewhat lower than the
measured value, but the general trend is very
similar.

The calculated rf electrical current, as a func-
tion of time in the rf-cycle, is presented in Fig. 2b,
together with the contributions of electron and
ion currents bombarding the rf-electrode and the

Ždisplacement current i.e. the current as a result
w xof the moving of the rf-sheath; see 10 for more

.explanation . The latter current plays only a
minor role for the discharge conditions under
study here, because the sheath does not vary
significantly in thickness, in contrast to low-pres-

Ž .sure discharges mtorr range . During most of the
rf-cycle, the current is predominantly carried by
ions bombarding the rf-electrode; only at v ts
pr2, when the rf-electrode has a positive poten-

Ž .tial see Fig. 2a , the electrical current is de-
termined to a large extent by the electrons bom-

barding the rf-electrode. The total electrical cur-
rent, integrated over the entire rf-cycle, is zero,
which is imposed by the capacitive rf-coupling.
For comparison, also the calculated total dc cur-

Ž .rent is plotted in Fig. 2b constant in time . It is
slightly lower than the rf current during most of

Žthe rf-cycle, and clearly lower but with opposite
.sign at v tspr2. This is like expected because

Žthe dc voltage is higher than in the rf case see
.above , and the power levels are similar.

Finally, in Fig. 2c the calculated electrical power
as a function of time in the rf-cycle is depicted.
The time-averaged value is also indicated, as well
as the calculated dc value. Both values are nearly

Fig. 2. Calculated electrical characteristics of the glow dis-
Žcharges under study, both in the rf mode solid lines; as a

. Žfunction of time in the rf cycle and in the dc mode dashed
. Ž . Žlines : a voltage the measured values are also shown, in gray
. Ž .lines , b current, including the contributions of ion and

electron current at the rf-electrode and displacement current
Ž . Ž .in the rf case , and c electrical power.
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equal to each other. This was indeed our inten-
tion, because it makes comparison of other calcu-
lated quantities more meaningful.

3.2. Le¤el populations of the argon excited le¤els

Fig. 3 shows the two-dimensional density pro-
files of the four 4s levels in the rf-discharge,
which are constant throughout the entire rf-cycle.
The rf-electrode is found at the left end of the
figure. Levels is2 and 4 are the metastable
levels whereas levels is3 and 5 are the resonant
levels. All four levels reach a maximum density
very close to the rf-electrode; then the density
drops but it reaches a second maximum at
approximately 1.5 cm from the rf-electrode. Look-
ing at the absolute values, level is2 is slightly
higher than levels is3 and 4, which are in turn
slightly higher than level is5. This corresponds
well to our previous results for a dc discharge at

w xother conditions 7 , and is also generally in good
w xagreement with data from the literature 17,18 .

The pronounced maximum near the rf-electrode
is due to electron, but also argon ion and fast
argon atom impact excitation of the levels from
the ground state, whereas the second maximum is
entirely due to electron impact excitation. Indeed,
the electric field in the bulk plasma can take
considerably high values at v tspr2, because
the high potential at the rf-electrode around this

Ž .time see Fig. 2a needs to fall off till zero at the
Žgrounded cell walls. This high electric field and

.the large potential drop in the bulk plasma were
w xpresented in Bogaerts et al. 10,12 . As a result of

this electric field in the bulk plasma, the electrons
are characterized here by considerable energies,
which allow them to give rise to ionization and
excitation collisions. The rather large amount of

Žionization in the bulk plasma at v tspr2 see
w x.Bogaerts et al. 10,12 , on one hand, is responsi-

ble for the lower voltages in the rf mode com-
pared to the dc mode. The considerable amount
of excitation, on the other hand, results in rather
high densities of the excited atoms in the bulk
plasma, as is shown in Fig. 3. Indeed, when we
compare these rf density profiles with the dc
two-dimensional density profiles, presented in Fig.
4, it appears that this second maximum in the

Žlevel profiles has clearly dropped for levels is2
. Žand 4 or has even completely disappeared for

.levels is3 and 5 in the dc case. Beside this, the
dc density profiles strongly resemble the rf den-
sity profiles, with a pronounced maximum close to
the cathode and very similar absolute values.

Similar features are observed for the other
excited argon levels. Fig. 5 presents an overview

w xof some representative levels: the 4p 1r2 level,1
Ž .i.e. the lowest 4p level is6 in Fig. 5a; the

w x4p 1r2 level, i.e. one of the highest 4p levels0
Ž . Ž .is10 in Fig. 5b; a group of 3d levels is12 in

Ž .Fig. 5c; the 5p levels is18 in Fig. 5d; the 6p
Ž .levels is25 in Fig. 5e; and one of the higher

Ž .effective levels is40 in Fig. 5f. In each case the
one-dimensional density profiles are shown for
the rf discharge at four times in the rf-cycle
Ž . Ž .black curves and for the dc discharge gray line .
It is clear that the density of all these levels
reaches its maximum rather close to the rf-elec-

Ž .trode or cathode , i.e. at the boundary between
rf-sheath and bulk plasma, due to electron impact

Ž .excitation. For the 4p levels Fig. 5a,b a small
peak is also observed adjacent to the electrode,
due to fast argon ion and atom impact excitation,
but this peak is absent for the higher levels,
because they require too much energy for excita-
tion, and the ions and atoms do not have such
high energies. Further in the discharge, the dc
density profiles drop considerably, because the
electrons are not able to excite the levels any-
more. In the rf discharge, the density profiles are
characterized by still rather high values in the
bulk plasma, because the electrons can still give

Ž .rise to excitation see above . However, the
degree of excitation in the bulk plasma appears to
be slightly time-dependent. At v tspr2, when
the electric field in the bulk plasma is consider-
able, the excitation by electrons in the bulk
plasma, and hence the excited level populations,
are rather high. At later times in the rf-cycle, the
bulk electric field is rather low and the electron
energy drops gradually, giving rise to gradually
less excitation, and hence lower level populations,
in the bulk plasma. This behavior appears to be
similar for all excited levels. However, for the

Ž .highly excited levels e.g. is40 the density de-
creases more rapidly at distances further away
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Ž .Fig. 3. Calculated two-dimensional density profiles of the four 4s levels in the rf discharge at 5 torr, 37 W, 769 V rf amplitude and y519 V dc bias .
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Ž .Fig. 4. Calculated two-dimensional density profiles of the four 4s levels in the dc discharge at 5 torr, 38.5 W, 1000 V .
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from the electrode, because the electrons in the
bulk plasma have not enough energy to excite
these high levels. Moreover, the level populations

of these high energy levels appear to be much
lower, at their maximum, in the dc discharge than

Ž .in the rf discharge see Fig. 5f .

Ž .Fig. 5. Calculated one-dimensional density profiles of some higher excited levels in the rf discharge at four times in the rf cycle
Ž . Ž w x . Ž . Žand in the dc discharge, for the same conditions as in Figs. 3 and 4. a is6 lowest 4p level: 4p 1r2 ; b is10 high 4p level: 4p1

w x . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž1r2 ; c is12 group of 3d levels ; d is18 5p levels ; e is25 6p levels ; and f is40 as a representative for the higher0
.levels .
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The latter is also observed very clearly in Fig. 6.
Indeed, this figure shows the level populations at
the maximum of their profiles against the level
number i, both for the rf discharge at four times

Ž .in the rf-cycle black lines, full circles and for the
Ž .dc discharge gray lines, squares . The dashed line

with triangles represents the statistical weights of
Ž .the levels right axis . For the excited levels up to

Ž .level number i;25 i.e. the 6p levels , the level
populations appear to be very similar for both
operation modes. However, for the higher excited
levels, the dc mode yields systematically lower
densities, and this behavior becomes very
pronounced for level numbers higher than
approximately is40]45, probably due to less
efficient excitation to these high levels in the dc
case. Moreover, it appears from Fig. 6 that, espe-
cially for the higher levels, there are some varia-
tions of the level populations as a function of
time; however, this effect is only of minor impor-
tance. Finally, it should be mentioned that the
level populations of the uneven level numbers
Ž .i.e. the unprimed system are systematically
higher than the corresponding level populations
of the primed system, both in the dc and the rf
mode. The main reason for this is simply the
higher statistical weights of the levels in the un-

Ž .primed system see the dashed line . The increas-
ing statistical weight of the higher excited effec-
tive levels also explains why the level populations
do not really drop with rising excitation energy, as
would be expected.

3.3. Relati¤e contributions of the different populating
and depopulating processes

Table 1 summarizes the relative contributions
of the main processes populating or depopulating
the excited levels, in the rf discharge at four times
in the rf-cycle, and also in the dc discharge. Two

Ž4s levels are presented is2 and 3, i.e. a
.metastable and a resonant level , as well as a low

Ž .and a high 4p level is6 and 10 , a group of 3d
Ž . Ž .levels is12 , a group of 5p levels is18 and

level is31, as a representative for the higher
excited levels.

The 4s levels seem to be mainly populated by
radiative decay from the 4p levels, as well as from

Fig. 6. Calculated level populations at the maximum of their
Žprofiles, for all excited levels, in the rf-discharge at four times

.in the rf cycle and in the dc discharge, at the same conditions
as in Figs. 3 and 4. Also illustrated in the figure are the
statistical weights of the excited levels.

electron impact excitation from the ground state
and electron impact excitation or de-excitation
from lower or higher 4s levels, respectively. The
most important loss process seems to be electron
impact excitation to higher levels, especially the

Ž4p levels. Moreover, the resonant 4s levels is3
.and 5 are also depopulated for approximately

10% by radiative decay to the ground state. Other
processes, like electron impact ionization, 4s]4s
collisions and Penning ionization contribute for a
few percentages. These calculated relative con-
tributions vary only slightly over time. Moreover,
there are no pronounced differences between the
dc and rf mode, except that electron impact exci-
tation becomes slightly more, and radiative decay
slightly less important as a production process in
the dc mode. The reason is probably not that
electron impact excitation is more efficient in the

Ždc mode than in the rf-mode because the calcu-
lated 4s level populations do not appear higher in

.the dc mode , but rather that radiative decay
occurs less in the dc mode. Indeed, radiative
decay can in principle occur in the entire dis-
charge, because the transition probabilities are
not dependent on position. Since the level popu-
lations in the dc discharge generally drop very
fast to low values at distances further from the
cathode, they can, however, only give rise to ra-
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Table 1
Ž .Relative contributions in% of the most important populating and depopulating processes

Level Processes rf: pr2 rf: p rf: 3pr2 rf: 2p dc

w xis2: 4s 3r2 Populating processes:2
Radiative decay from 4p 65.9 65.3 63.1 60.7 47.9
Electron excitation from ground 19.2 17.9 18.3 17.4 28.5
Electron de-excitation from higher 4s 11.6 13.8 15.3 17.9 17.4
Electron de-excitation from 4p 2.0 1.9 2.2 2.3 3.5

q 0Fast Ar and Ar impact excitation from ground 0.7 0.5 0.6 1.1 0.5

Depopulating processes:
Electron impact excitation to higher 4s 15.1 15.9 16.6 17.9 15.9
Electron impact excitation to 4p 58.2 57.9 57.4 56.5 58.5
Electron impact excitation to higher levels 17.9 18.1 17.6 17.2 18.0
Electron impact ionization 4.4 4.1 3.9 3.6 4.3
Penning ionization of sputtered atoms 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.4
4s]4s level collisions 3.4 3.4 3.7 3.8 1.4

w xis3: 4s 3r2 Populating processes:1
Radiative decay from 4p 49.1 49.2 46.7 44.3 33.6
Electron excitation from ground 28.8 25.1 25.7 23.6 39.3
Electron excitation from lower 4s 16.7 20.1 21.7 24.8 19.4
Electron de-excitation from higher 4s 2.1 2.5 2.7 3.2 3.6
Electron de-excitation from 4p 1.6 2.0 1.8 1.9 2.7

q 0Fast Ar and Ar impact excitation from ground 1.1 0.8 0.9 1.6 0.7

Depopulating processes:
Electron impact excitation to higher 4s 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.5
Electron impact de-excitation to lower 4s 18.2 19.0 19.5 20.7 20.6
Electron impact excitation to 4p 48.4 47.8 46.6 46.0 52.0
Electron impact excitation to higher levels 14.6 14.3 13.8 12.6 15.0
Electron impact ionization 3.7 3.4 3.3 3.0 3.8
Radiative decay to ground state 10.5 10.7 11.2 11.4 4.7
Penning ionization of sputtered atoms 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.2
4s]4s level collisions 1.9 1.9 2.0 2.0 0.8

w xis6: 4p 1r2 Populating processes:1
Electron impact excitation from ground 23.7 21.0 21.9 20.9 29.0
Electron impact excitation from 4s 30.0 35.6 37.3 40.9 31.2
Electron impact de-excitation from higher levels 7.9 7.9 9.4 10.1 14.4
Radiative decay from higher levels 37.7 34.9 30.9 27.4 25.1

q 0Fast Ar and Ar impact excitation from ground 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.1

Depopulating processes:
Radiative decay to 4s 54.4 53.4 48.7 46.0 30.6
Electron impact excitation to 3dq5sq5p levels 33.1 33.5 37.2 39.2 50.5
Electron impact excitation to higher levels 9.3 9.9 10.4 10.9 13.9
Electron impact de-excitation to 4s 2.2 2.2 2.5 2.6 3.3
Electron impact ionization 1.0 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.4

w xis10: 4p 1r2 Populating processes:0
Electron impact excitation from ground 25.5 21.7 21.7 20.1 26.9
Electron impact excitation from 4s 40.9 46.4 46.7 49.4 41.0
Electron impact de-excitation from higher levels 13.8 13.4 15.2 15.9 20.7
Radiative decay from higher levels 19.3 18.0 15.9 14.2 10.9
Fast Arq and Ar0 impact excitation from ground 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1
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Ž .Table 1 Continued

Level Processes rf: pr2 rf: p rf: 3pr2 rf: 2p dc

Depopulating processes:
Radiative decay to 4s 55.2 54.5 50.7 48.0 35.2
Electron impact excitation to 3dq5sq5p levels 27.4 28.1 31.2 33.7 44.6
Electron impact excitation to higher levels 6.9 7.0 7.9 8.4 11.2
Electron impact de-excitation to 4s 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.7 2.2
Ar atom impact de-excitation to lower 4p 8.2 8.1 7.6 7.2 5.3
Electron impact ionization 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 1.1

is12: 3d Populating processes:
Electron impact excitation from ground 79.9 77.1 75.9 74.0 79.1
Electron impact excitation from 4s 6.5 8.2 8.3 9.1 5.5
Electron impact excitation from 4p 10.3 11.2 12.1 13.1 12.3
Electron impact de-excitation from higher levels 1.4 1.7 1.9 2.2 2.0
Radiative decay from higher levels 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.5

Depopulating processes:
Radiative decay to 4p 53.2 51.8 43.7 38.8 29.0
Electron impact excitation to higher levels 27.6 28.5 33.2 36.5 41.0
Electron impact de-excitation to 4p 14.0 14.6 16.9 18.4 20.8
Electron impact de-excitation to 4s 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 2.9
Electron impact ionization 4.4 4.3 5.2 5.6 6.2

is18: 5p Populating processes:
Electron impact excitation from ground 17.6 14.6 13.7 12.1 14.0
Electron impact excitation from 4s 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2
Electron impact excitation from 4p 53.8 56.1 55.4 56.1 54.6
Electron impact excitation from 3dq5s 17.4 17.7 18.5 18.9 19.8
Electron impact de-excitation from higher levels 10.5 10.9 11.8 12.2 10.8
Radiative decay from higher levels 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1

Depopulating processes:
Electron impact excitation to 4dq6s 18.1 18.0 18.2 18.2 18.4
Electron impact excitation to 5dq7s 47.7 48.1 48.2 48.4 48.7
Electron impact excitation to other higher levels 17.8 17.6 17.8 17.8 18.1
Electron impact de-excitation to lower levels 12.5 12.5 12.6 12.6 12.7
Radiative decay to lower levels 3.0 2.6 2.2 1.8 1.1
Electron impact ionization 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

is31: 7p Populating processes:
Electron impact excitation from 4p 8.3 8.1 7.5 7.3 8.4
Electron impact excitation from 5p 16.2 15.6 14.8 14.3 16.3
Electron impact excitation from 6p 52.6 52.7 51.9 51.8 54.4
Electron impact excitation from 5dq7sq5f,g 4.9 4.9 5.5 5.6 4.9
Electron impact de-excitation from higher levels 17.7 18.3 19.9 20.4 15.9

Depopulating processes
Hornbeck]Molnar associative ionization 94.6 95.2 96.4 96.3 89.3
Electron impact excitation to higher levels 4.2 3.7 2.8 2.9 8.4
Electron impact de-excitation to lower levels 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.8 2.3
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diative decay in the first millimeters from the
cathode. The level populations in the rf discharge,
on the other hand, are still quite high in the bulk
plasma and, therefore, they can decay radiatively
over the whole discharge region, which increases
the relative contribution of radiative decay as
production and loss process in the rf mode. This
explains also why radiative decay becomes slightly
less important from v tspr2 to v ts2p, be-
cause the excited level populations in the bulk
plasma are higher at v tspr2 than at v ts2p.

From Table 1 it follows further that the 4p
Ž .levels is6 and 10 are predominantly populated

by stepwise electron impact excitation from the 4s
levels, although direct excitation from the ground
state still plays a significant role. Moreover, elec-
tron impact de-excitation and radiative decay from
higher excited levels are also quite important
production processes. Depopulation of the 4p lev-
els occurs mainly by radiative decay to the 4s
levels and by electron impact excitation to higher

Ž .levels especially the 3d, 5s and 5p levels . Again,
the relative contributions of the populating and
depopulating processes do not vary significantly in
time, and are also quite similar for both the rf
and dc mode. Again it appears that radiative
decay occurs to a somewhat less extent, both as
production and loss process, in the dc mode com-
pared to the rf mode, and also within the rf mode
at v ts2p compared to v tspr2, for the rea-
son given above.

Ž .The 3d levels is12 appear to be mainly
populated by electron impact excitation from the
ground state, and to a somewhat less extent, from
the 4s and 4p levels. The most important loss
processes are electron impact excitation to the

Ž .higher levels especially for the dc mode and
radiative decay and electron impact de-excitation
to the 4p levels. The variations as a function of
time in the rf discharge, and between the rf and
dc mode, i.e. a decreasing contribution of radia-
tive decay as a loss process in the dc mode and at
v ts2p compared to v tspr2, is similar as
described above.

The most significant production processes for
Ž .the 5p levels is18 are direct electron impact

excitation from the ground state, and especially

stepwise excitation from the 4p, 3d and 5s levels.
Also electron impact de-excitation from higher
levels plays a non-negligible role, but radiative
decay from these higher levels becomes of minor
importance for the population of these 5p levels.
It is indeed a general trend, also observed before
w x7 , that radiative decay becomes less important,
both as production and loss process, for the higher
excited levels. This becomes also obvious from
the relative contributions of the loss processes for
the 5p levels. Indeed, radiative decay appears to
play only a minor role compared to electron im-

Žpact excitation to higher levels especially the 4d,
.6s, 5d and 7s levels and de-excitation to lower

levels. Therefore, the variations in relative con-
tributions as a function of time in the rf-cycle, as
well as between the rf and dc mode, have now
more or less disappeared.

Finally, the relative contributions of production
Ž .and loss processes for the 7p levels is31 are

presented, as a representative of the higher lev-
els. It appears that they are mainly populated by
stepwise electron impact excitation from lower

Ž .levels i.e. especially the 6p and 5p levels
although de-excitation from higher levels also
plays an important role. The loss for these higher

Ž .levels starting from the 4d and 6s levels is pri-
marily due to the Hornbeck]Molnar associative
ionization, leading to the formation of Arq ions.2

3.4. Optical emission spectra

As mentioned before, from the level popula-
tions of the excited levels, multiplied with the
Einstein transition probabilities for radiative
decay, the optical emission intensities can be cal-
culated. We have carried this out for 605 argon
atom lines. In Fig. 7, the intensities of three
emission lines are plotted as a function of dis-
tance from the electrode, both in the rf discharge

Ž .at four times in the rf-cycle black curves , and in
Ž .the dc discharge gray line , i.e. the 811.53 nm

Ž .line originating from a 4p level , the 434.52 nm
Ž .line corresponding to a 5p]4s transition and the

Ž .549.75 nm line representing a 6d]4p transition .
As could be expected already from the one-di-
mensional density profiles, the maximum emis-
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ŽFig. 7. Calculated emission intensities as a function of axial distance from the electrode, in the rf-discharge at four times in the rf
. Ž . Ž Ž .cycle and in the dc discharge, at the same conditions as in Figs. 3 and 4. a ls811.53 nm corresponding to a 4p]4s transition; b

Ž . Ž . Ž .ls434.52 nm representing a 5p]4s transition ; and c ls549.75 nm 6d]4p transition .

sion intensity is found rather close to the rf-elec-
trodercathode, at the sheath]bulk plasma
boundary, after which the intensity drops rather
quickly in the dc case. In the rf case, however, the
intensity is still rather high in the bulk plasma,
due to the rather high excited level populations.
This is especially true for the 811.53-nm line
Ž .4p]4s transition . The absolute values at the
maximum of the profile are very similar for both
the dc and rf discharge, although for the lines

Žoriginating from higher levels e.g. the 549.75-nm
.line , the dc values are systematically lower than

the rf values. Hence, from the somewhat lower
maximum values and the faster drop as a function
of distance in the dc discharge, it is expected that
the intensities integrated in the axial direction
Žwhich is observed in an end-on optical emission

.spectrum will be somewhat lower in the dc case
than in the rf case.

The latter is illustrated more clearly in Fig. 8,
which shows the calculated optical emission spec-
tra, like in end-on observation, for both the rf and
the dc discharge. The rf spectrum was found to be
identical at all times in the rf cycle investigated.
This calculated spectrum has been checked

w xagainst experiment in a previous paper 19 for
the dc discharge, and satisfactory agreement has
been reached.

The spectra are presented on a semi-logarith-
mic plot, in order to show the large number of
lines. It follows that the region of 700]1000 nm is
characterized by the most intense lines, i.e. the

so-called ‘red lines’, corresponding to 4p]4s tran-
sitions. Furthermore, the region of 380]470 nm
also contains rather strong lines, the so-called
‘blue lines’, corresponding to 5p]4s transitions.
From comparing the rf and dc spectra, it becomes
indeed obvious that the dc lines are somewhat
less intense than the rf lines. The difference is,
however, less than a factor of approximately 2, so
that we can conclude that our model calculations
predict, for the same power levels, similar argon
optical emission spectra in the rf and dc modes. It
is not clear whether this is also found experimen-
tally, because the argon emission spectra are not
routinely being measured by analytical spectros-
copists. However, a similar behavior seems to be
observed experimentally for the Cu emission
intensities, which have been found to be slightly
higher in the rf discharge compared to the dc

w xdischarge 16 .

4. Conclusion

A collisional]radiative model, describing the
behavior of 64 argon excited levels, has been
developed and applied to argon glow discharges
operated in both the dc and rf mode. The dis-
charge conditions are typical for a Grimm-type
glow discharge, i.e. 5 torr gas pressure, an electri-

Ž . Ž .cal power of 37 W rf and 38.5 W dc , a dc
Žvoltage of 1000 V, and rf voltages of 769 V rf

. Ž .amplitude and y519 V dc bias . These calcu-
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 8. Calculated ‘end-on’ optical emission spectra, a in the rf-discharge similar at all times in the rf cycle and b in the dc
discharge, for the same conditions as in Figs. 3 and 4.

lated discharge conditions are in reasonable
agreement with measurements performed by

w xHoffmann 16 .
The level populations of all excited levels are

found to reach a maximum close to the rf-elec-
Ž .trode or cathode , at the boundary between

sheath and bulk plasma, as a result of electron
impact excitation. The 4s levels and the low 4p
levels are also formed by fast argon ion and atom
impact ionization, which occur adjacent to the
rf-electrode, but this peak overlaps more or less
with the peak due to electron impact excitation.
In the dc discharge, the level populations drop
rather quickly in the bulk plasma. In the rf dis-
charge, on the other hand, the populations are
still considerable in the bulk plasma, due to elec-
tron impact excitation by electrons heated from
the fluctuating electric field in the bulk plasma.

The absolute values in both operation modes are
very similar, although for the highly excited levels
the absolute value decreases more rapidly for the
dc discharge compared to the rf discharge.

Concerning the relative contributions of vari-
ous populating and depopulating processes, we
found that direct electron impact excitation from
the ground state and stepwise excitation from
lower excited levels are the most important pro-
duction processes, as well as radiative decay and
electron impact de-excitation from higher levels.
Similarly, electron impact excitation to higher lev-
els and de-excitation to lower levels are very
important loss processes, together with radiative
decay to lower levels. The latter process is, how-
ever, slightly less significant in the dc mode, and
becomes in general also less important for the
higher levels. These high energy levels, on the
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other hand, starting from the 4d and 6s levels, are
primarily depopulated by Hornbeck]Molnar as-
sociative ionization.

Finally, from the level populations of the ex-
cited levels, multiplied by the Einstein transition
probabilities for radiative decay, the optical emis-
sion intensities could be calculated. The intensi-
ties of three optical emission lines are plotted as
a function of distance from the electrode, for

Ž .both the rf discharge at four times in the rf-cycle
and for the dc discharge. The axial dependence is
identical to the axial level population profiles. By
integrating the line intensities over axial distance,
the ‘end-on observed’ optical emission spectrum
could be calculated. This calculated spectrum has
been checked against experiment in a previous
paper for the dc discharge. It contains a large

Žnumber of lines the intensities were calculated
. Žfor 605 lines but the so-called red lines corre-

sponding to 4p]4s transitions, between 700 and
.1000 nm are clearly dominant, followed by a

group of blue lines between 380 and 470 nm
Ž .corresponding to 5p]4s transitions . The dc spec-
tral intensities were calculated to be slightly lower
than the corresponding rf intensities, but the gen-
eral outlook of both spectra is very similar.

In a subsequent paper, the model describing
the copper atomic and ionic excited levels will be
explained, and typical results like copper excited
level populations, sputtering rates and optical
emission intensities, will be presented and com-
pared between both operation modes.
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